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I have found a doorway
Hiding here in the woods
I don't see
How it could be there or why
But what I do know
Is that I can go through it
It's just a doorway
But it just doesn't seem that way
For I don't
Actually see anything
On the other side
Today
But tomorrow may be
Another story
But tomorrow may be
Another story

Tomorrow I may wake up and find
Another doorway
Elsewhere
And I may go through it
And I may stumble across a man

He says he's from California
But if you really take a good look into his cornea
You can see
That in reality
He doesn't really know
He may be Montanan
Or Washingtonian
And nobody
Will ever know for sure
Maybe someone
Can uncover
The truth
Behind him

And I step out of the doorway
Go home
For now I know
There isn't much
On the other side
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Or I may have woken up
And found something completely different
Say, another doorway
Alongside the first
One may be a trap
One may save my life
I won't know
Until tomorrow

I may find
Still another
That wipes out the first
And is located
Elsewhere

I may go into the forest
And not find
Anything
At all

I go out on an endless
Hunt
And never come back
For I am still hunting
For that doorway
And I can't find it
Anywhere at all

That doorway may have disappeared
Or it may still be there
Somewhere
But for now
I'm stuck in the present
Where

I have found a doorway
Hiding here in the woods
I don't see
How it could be there or why
But what I do know
Is that I can go through it
It's just a doorway
But it just doesn't seem that way
For I don't
Actually see anything
On the other side
Today
But tomorrow may be
Another story
But tomorrow may be



Another story

Tomorrow I may wake up and find
Another doorway
Elsewhere
I won't know
Until tomorrow

Oh, tomorrow may be completely different
Tomorrow I may wake up and find
That I can go through it
I may not be able
To go around
Or dig
Under it

But for now I'm stuck in the present
Where
I have found a doorway
Hiding here in the woods
I don't see
How it could be there or why
But what I do know
Is that I can go through it
It's just a doorway
But it just doesn't seem that way
For I don't
Actually see anything
On the other side
Today
But tomorrow may be
Another story
But tomorrow may be
Another story

Tomorrow I may wake up and find
Another doorway
Elsewhere
And I am just
Staring through this doorway
Into nowhere
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